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Notable Headlines

In case you missed it: TRG's FY22 Defense Budget Webinar available on demand
Secretary Austin Approves Spectrum Superiority Strategy Implementation Plan
 Appropriators worried about DoD’s ability to fill key technical vacancies
 Maritime defense agencies view cybersecurity with new sense of urgency
 RAND: Increasing Fighter Pilot Retention with Improved Basing Decisions
 Army Futures Command outlines next five years of AI needs
Insights from the TRG network: Using market incentives to improve cybersecurity
Note: The DC August slowdown has begun, expect less activity on the Hill.


Progress of the Biden Administration's confirmation process. For a more detailed breakdown, click
through the image to the Washington Post's confirmation tracker.

Budget & Appropriations

Senate Democrats approve budget resolution, teeing up $3.5T spending plan (The Hill)
Senate Democrats approved a budget resolution early Wednesday morning that will allow them to
pass a $3.5 trillion spending plan without GOP support later this year. The Senate voted 50-49 to
adopt the resolution, capping off a chaotic, hours-long debate on the floor during which senators
voted on dozens of largely non-binding amendments that offer a preview of the fight to come on
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the spending bill.Though the budget resolution doesn’t get signed into law, it's the first step
toward bypassing the 60 vote threshold required to pass most legislation in the Senate. Democrats
will try to unify their entire 50-member caucus to pass the spending bill on their own as soon as
late September. The package is expected to include top Democratic priorities like immigration
reform, combating climate change and universal pre-K.
House to cut recess short, take up Democratic budget plan (The Hill)
The House will interrupt its previously scheduled seven-week summer recess later this month to
consider a budget resolution to kick off the process for Democrats' $3.5 trillion spending plan.
House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer (D-Md.) announced in a letter to lawmakers on Tuesday that
the chamber will return to session on Aug. 23 to consider the budget resolution, assuming Senate
adoption likely later this week. Hoyer did not specify how long the House would interrupt its
recess, saying that the chamber "will remain in session until our business for the week is
concluded." Democrats are pushing to advance the multitrillion-dollar plan to expand the social
safety net.`
US Senate votes down $50B defense infrastructure boost (Defense News)
The U.S. Senate on Tuesday rejected a Republican proposal to add $50 billion in defense
infrastructure spending to Democrats’ budget plan. Though Republicans hoped to stage a tough
vote for centrist Democrats from states with military facilities, Democrats remained unified and
the amendment was defeated on a bipartisan basis, 53-46. Republicans Sens. Rand Paul, Mike Lee
and Mike Braun voted with the majority. The amendment effort, led by Senate Appropriations
Committee Vice Chairman Richard Shelby, R-Ala., offered billions for shipyard rehabilitation
projects, supply depots, nuclear infrastructure and 5G telecommunications gear. It is one of many
amendments expected to be considered during an hours-long series of votes before Democrats
approve the resolution to tee up a $3.5 trillion spending plan. Democrats blocked consideration of
the amendment when it was offered for a massive $1 trillion infrastructure package, which the
Senate approved earlier in the day. When Shelby offered his amendment again for the budget
resolution, he accused Democrats of turning a blind eye to their states’ military infrastructure
needs and economic interests.
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Aerospace & Defense

Army Says It Wants Space Capabilities, Not Sats (Breaking Defense)
The Army plans to continue to experiment with small satellites as a way to inform requirements
for future long-range strike capabilities, according to Rick De Fatta, director of the Army Space and
Missile Defense Center of Excellence. However, in remarks to the Space and Missile Defense
Symposium in Huntsville, Ala. yesterday, he took pains to stress the Army’s current mantra that it
does not want to build and operate its own satellites. “We do not intend to fly satellites in the
Army,” De Fatta said. “While we intend to experiment, and are experimenting, with a small sats …
once we’ve proven that technology, we will pass that back into these emerging architectures”
being put together by the Space Force and Space Command, he explained.
Global exercise to test US Navy’s live, virtual and constructive training environment (Defense
News)
The Large Scale Exercise 2021 taking place across the globe is meant to validate the U.S. Navy and
U.S. Marine Corps’ new operating concepts — but it’ll also be the biggest test yet of a live, virtual
and constructive (LVC) training framework that has never been asked to connect so many players
around the planet in real time. The LSE 21 exercise, which kicked off Aug. 3, includes 25,000
participants across 17 time zones — some at the tactical level on 25 ships at sea or at the pier,
some at the headquarters level in Navy maritime operations centers or Marine Corps combat
operations centers ashore and some in the middle at task groups and strike groups scattered
around the world. For the first time ever, these echelons are coming together in a single training
event that, in real time, pushes the individual sailor in a combat information center just as hard as
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it pushes the four-star admiral trying to maneuver multiple battle groups. It’s enabled by the Navy
Continuous Training Environment web of technologies.
‘We’re Getting Our Rear End Handed To Us’ In Information Space, NORTHCOM Head Warns
(Breaking Defense)
In the context of national security, “deterrence” is usually shorthand for “having an arsenal scary
enough to frighten another nation and keep them from attacking you.” But in the modern digital
era, that simply isn’t enough, Gen. Glen VanHerck, the head of US Northern Command, warned
Tuesday. Deterrence now needs to include signaling and messaging to make sure that a weapon is
never launched against the US or its forces. “Rather than primarily focusing on kinetic defeat, for
the defense of the homeland, I think we must get further left,” VanHerck told an audience at the
Space and Missile Defense Symposium. “Deterrence is establishing competition by using all levers
of influence as I conveyed, and most importantly, the proper use of the information space to
demonstrate the will, the capability, the resiliency, and the readiness by creating doubt in any
potential adversaries mind that they can ever be successful by striking our homeland.” And right
now, the Pentagon is just too slow to make that happen, the general continued, saying the
department needs to change “how we operate in the information space” to be more agile.

Within each functional element, a combination of people, processes, and tools (i.e., technology) govern
how the element works and the capabilities it can provide in the overall battle network. Each element of
the network can include multiple types of platforms and payloads, and some of these platforms and
payloads can be part of multiple functional elements simultaneously.

What's Missing from US Missile Defense? Pentagon Aims to Find Out (Defense One)
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What’s missing from the U.S. military’s missile defense is a sense of how to build and integrate
missile defense tools and capabilities across the services, Gen. John Hyten, the vice chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said on Wednesday. The military services are doing “the best they can” to
make sure they are prepared to defend against all manner of incoming missiles and similar threats
but, in the era of advanced hypersonics and new drones, that’ s not good enough. The Joint
Requirements Oversight Council, or JROC, which is headed by Hyten and other service vice chiefs,
has set the goal of integrating those efforts as its next major priority. “Go out and read the current
requirements from the Joint Requirements Oversight Council for integrated air and missile
defense, and actually look at the portfolio of integrated air and missile defense and see where the
JROC has identified gaps and capabilities from looking at integrated air and missile defense. You'll
find out that we have not,” done any work to identify them, Hyten told the audience at the Space
and Missile Defense Symposium in Huntsville, Alabama.

Advanced Technologies

Space Development Agency launches experimental infrared sensor into orbit (C4ISRNET)
The Space Development Agency launched another experimental satellite Aug. 10 as it tries to
reduce risk for its first satellites on orbit, set to begin launch in fall 2022. Carried into orbit aboard
the Cygnus NG-16 spacecraft during its Commercial Resupply Services mission to the International
Space Station, the Prototype Infrared Payload, or PIRPL, will test the use of a multispectral sensor
to detect ballistic missiles from low orbits. The payload will remain attached to the Cygnus N-16,
burning up when the space vehicle deorbits. The U.S. Space Force’s current missile warning
satellites — the Space Based Infrared System — currently operates in geostationary orbit. But with
concern mounting over anti-satellite weapons being developed by China and Russia, the military
has expressed interest in spreading out those capabilities over multiple orbits. That would make it
harder to severely inhibit the United States’ missile warning capability by disabling one satellite.
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TRG Expert Commentary:
Where in the budget are we seeing investment in the fielding of data
modernization, agile software, AI/ML, cloud computing, and other digital
technology?

Hypersonic Missile Defense May Depend on Low Earth Orbit Satellites (Defense One)
The Antares rocket that’s launching Tuesday to replenish the International Space Station will be
carrying a camera sensor with a unique missile-defense task: to begin gathering data that could
help the U.S. more quickly detect and defend against hypersonic missiles. The Prototype Infrared
Payload, nicknamed “PIRPL,” was developed by Northrop Grumman, the Space Development
Agency and the Missile Defense Agency to see how low Earth orbit, or LEO, satellites might be used
to help detect hypersonic missiles. “So, tracking layers—looking at missile warning, missile
tracking, those kinds of defense-related missions—those are usually done at higher orbits like
geostationary orbit, with bigger sensors on longer-life satellites. Sometimes we call them national
assets,” said an SDA official who briefed reporters on the condition they not be named.
US Army awards $774 million encryption device contract (C4ISRNET)
The U.S. Army chose Sierra Nevada Corp. and General Dynamics Mission Systems to build its nextgeneration encryption device that will secure the joint force’s future tactical network, the service
announced Wednesday. The two companies will participate in the development, production and
sustainment of the Next Generation Load Device-Medium, a cryptography tool to secure the
service’s network from adversaries’ cyber and electronic warfare threats. The contract, worth up
to $774.2 million over 10 years, was awarded by Program Executive Office for Command, Control,
Communications-Tactical. “The NGLD-M will enable delivery of the strongest NSA-generated
cryptographic keys to tactical, strategic, and enterprise network systems operating from secret to
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the highest levels of security classification,” said Paul Mehney, communications director for PEO
C3T. “Through over-the-air capability, modern cryptographic algorithms will be transferred by
NGLD-M to counter the threats posed by increased proliferation of adversarial cyber and
electronic warfare.”

Military Installations & Communities

GAP Solutions Receives $100M+ Contract Award for US Army Holistic Health & Fitness (Newswire)
GAP Solutions has been awarded the prime contract to provide Holistic Health & Fitness (H2F)
training to the US Army. The contract is valued at over $100M and is for one base year and two
option years beginning in September 2021. GAP Solutions holds a position on one of the US Army
Human Resource Solutions (HR Solutions) Indefinite Delivery, Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contracts
where the H2F program is the latest of numerous awards made under this fifth-generation
contract vehicle. With thirty years of specialized experience, Eric Schorr, GAP Solutions Vice
President, leads the effort as the Portfolio Manager of GAP Solutions’ Mission Support team. Nick
Gismondi, Executive Vice President, stated, “At GAP Solutions, our philosophy is to serve our
customers to promote the health and security of our nation, but this award has a special meaning
for me. I was thankful that the military provided this support to me during my thirty-year career,
and I am honored to be able to continue to serve our great soldiers to improve readiness and make
an impact in their lives!” The contract will provide Strength and Conditioning Coaches and
Cognitive Performance Specialists focused on optimizing soldier readiness and performance within
the Army’s new H2F System and Performance Teams. The program is expected to expand over the
next three years to ultimately support 18 Army installations.
Report: PFAS pollution from military bases threatens Chesapeake Bay (UPI)
Toxic chemicals from military installations have seeped into the Chesapeake Bay, harming wildlife
and threatening food supplies and livelihoods, according to an analysis of U.S. Department of
Defense records by an environmental watchdog group. The Environmental Working Group
revealed its finding on Wednesday that it had found perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl, chemicals
known as "PFAS," at nine military installations near the bay. The chemicals have been used by the
department in firefighting foams for decades. Called "forever chemicals" because they don't break
down in the environment, PFAS elevate the risk of cancer, harm fetal development and reduce
vaccine effectiveness. The Langley Air Force Base, in Hampton, Va., had the highest levels of
chemicals, the group found. However, its analysis of records did not show the presence of the
chemicals at several other bases.
‘Falling behind every year’: Housing shortage hits Onslow hard (The Daily News)
Renters and buyers alike are struggling to find a place to call home in Onslow County as a serious
housing shortage continues to rise. Onslow needs 2,000 housing units per year to keep up with
growth, but that’s not happening. New construction cannot keep up with a population explosion
that’s outpaced what builders can accomplish during a pandemic in an area still reeling from a
natural disaster that claimed many homes. “This has been a cascading problem for us since
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Hurricane Florence,” said Royce Bennett, broker associate with Century 21 Champion Real Estate
and an Onslow County Commissioner. “We’re kind of falling behind every year instead of gaining
ground.”

PFAS can be released from our homes and industries and enter surface waters directly or through
wastewater treatment plants. PFAS can also be released into the air, where it can be taken up by rain or
snow and end up in rivers and lakes.

Homeland Security

Agencies have new deadlines to secure on-premise software (Federal News Network)
The Biden administration’s first sprint under the cybersecurity executive order is underway. It
starts by giving agencies 60 days to identify 12 types of critical software that they are using onpremise or are in the process of buying for on-premise use. Once agencies identify those software
installations, the Office of Management and Budget is giving them 12 months to implement the
critical software protections outlined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology in July.
“The federal government’s ability to perform its critical functions depends upon the security of its
software,” wrote Shalanda Young, acting OMB director, in a memo to agencies released today.
“Much of that software is commercially developed through an often opaque process that may lack
sufficient controls to prevent the creation and exploitation of significant application security
vulnerabilities. As a result, there is a pressing need to implement more rigorous and predictable
mechanisms for ensuring that products function securely in the manner intended. The federal
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government must identify and implement practices that enhance the security of the software
supply chain and protect the use of software in agencies’ operational environments.”
Government watchdog finds DHS should have considered Jan. 6 a special security event (The Hill)
The first of three reports from a government watchdog on the Department of Homeland Security’s
(DHS) response to Jan. 6 found the agency failed to consider designating lawmakers' certification
of the 2020 election as a special security event — a move that would have funneled additional
resources to the Capitol that day. The report from the Government Accountability Office (GAO)
found DHS didn’t assign a National Special Security Event (NSSE) or a Special Event Assessment
Rating (SEAR) to the Jan. 6 certification, something DHS said would be an unusual approach to
standard congressional business. “A designation would likely have assured additional security to
help respond to the January 6 attack on the Capitol,” GAO concluded in its report.
Report finds US government has made progress on cybersecurity, more work remains (The Hill)
The federal government has made “significant” progress on strengthening the United States
against cyber threats over the past year, but more work remains, a congressionally-established
bipartisan committee concluded in a report published Thursday. The Cyberspace Solarium
Commission (CSC) – a group composed of members of Congress, federal officials, and industry
leaders – found in its 2021 implementation report that around three-quarters of its
recommendations for defending the U.S. against cyber threats have been implemented since
March 2020. The CSC was charged by Congress with submitting recommendations for
strengthening the nation’s cyber defense, with the CSC publishing 82 recommendations last year.
Among those implemented include the creation of a national cyber director position at the White
House, with Chris Inglis confirmed by the Senate to the position last month, and strengthening the
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA).
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Transportation & Infrastructure

Biden White House jammed on gas prices (Axios)
The Biden White House increasingly views rising gasoline prices as a source of potential political
peril — and is now asking some of the world's biggest oil producers to pump more oil. Why it
matters: This trend, combined with a fragile economic recovery threatened by the Delta variant of
the coronavirus, and inflation beginning to bite consumers, could threaten the administration's
ambitious congressional agenda for late summer and early fall. Driving the news: The
administration made two revealing moves on gas prices Tuesday morning. One was to instruct the
Federal Trade Commission to investigate "market manipulation or anti-competitive practices"
influencing the retail price of gasoline. The other was the issuance of a memo from national
security adviser Jake Sullivan, criticizing the recent decision from OPEC+ countries to increase
production by 400,000 barrels a day monthly through December as "simply not enough" to avoid
putting the international economic recovery at risk.
EXPLAINER: What the $65B broadband service plan will do (AP)
The Senate’s $1 trillion bipartisan infrastructure plan includes a $65 billion investment in
broadband that the White House says will “deliver reliable, affordable, high-speed internet to
every household.” It may not actually achieve that, but it’s a major step in that direction. The
broadband funding is a “great down payment” on the Biden administration’s far-reaching goals of
connecting all Americans and making internet more affordable, said Matt Wood, a broadband
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policy expert at the consumer advocacy group Free Press. Critically important is $14 billion aimed
at helping low-income Americans pay for service. The “digital divide” — the persistent U.S. gap
between the broadband haves and have-nots — became glaringly obvious during the pandemic as
school, work and health care shifted online. Tens of millions either don’t have internet access or, if
they do have access to a local phone or cable company, can’t afford to pay for it.
What’s Next For Historic Infrastructure Bill And Green Energy? (Forbes)
After months of negotiation, the Senate voted in a filibuster-proof 69-30 to approve a $1 trillion
infrastructure framework. The bill orders repairs to crumbling physical infrastructure such as roads
and bridges, expansions to broadband internet access, replacement of lead water pipes, financial
support for clean energy projects, and improving the weatherization and cybersecurity of
vulnerable infrastructure. This author’s pet peeve: electric vehicle charging infrastructure accounts
for $7.5 billion, accompanying a recent executive order intended to make EVs half of all vehicles
sold by 2030. The private sector — awash with savings — should shoulder a much larger share of
this burden. For the transition from the internal combustion engine to successfully occur, charging
stations must become as widespread and accessible as gas stations. Private companies including
Blink, ChargePoint, and EVgo have led early efforts to expand access, which will be necessary for
transitioning manufacturers and EV newcomers to compete with Tesla TSLA +2% and its
Supercharger network. Yet, the financial muscle of GM, Ford and Tesla is more than capable to
address charging station ubiquity and availability, should they choose to flex it. Charging
infrastructure expansion should not come primarily from the taxpayer’s pocket.

Biotechnology & Healthcare

Service leaders have a month come up with a plan to vaccinate all troops against COVID-19
(Military Times)
Stand by to stand by. The Defense Department has signaled its intention to make COVID-19
vaccines mandatory for all service members, whether the Federal Drug Administration has fully
approved them or not. But no actions have been taken or deadlines yet set. In his memo to the
force delivered Monday, Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin said he will, by mid-September, ask
President Joe Biden ― who must grant a waiver in lieu of FDA approval ― for permission to add
COVID-19 to the list of mandated inoculations. But there are few details available beyond that.
Austin is giving the service secretaries some time to come up with a roll-out plan, Pentagon
spokesman John Kirby said, that could include not only strategy for vaccinating troops who are
traveling or otherwise out of pocket, but parameters for exemptions and repercussions for those
who continue to refuse to get vaccinated.
Biden calls on Congress to act on 'outrageously' high drug prices (The Hill)
President Biden on Thursday called on Congress to act to lower the "outrageously" high price of
prescription drugs as lawmakers prepare to press forward on the issue. The presidential backing
comes ahead of what is sure to be an intense fight with pharmaceutical companies and
Republicans on the issue, with Democrats looking to include drug pricing measures in their coming
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$3.5 trillion budget package. "Prescription drug prices are outrageously expensive in America,"
Biden said in remarks at the White House, calling on Congress to allow Medicare to negotiate
lower prices.
DHA director: Information and technology drive effective pandemic response (Healthcare IT News)
"I've been looking forward to this engagement since you first invited me ... in 2019," said Lt. Gen.
Ronald Place, director of the Defense Health Agency, as he began his View from the Top session at
HIMSS21 here on Wednesday. Yes, the world looks quite a bit different since March of 2020, when
the novel coronavirus first upended the world and forced the cancellation of that year's edition of
this conference. But for all the pain and disruption over the past year and half, it's worth noting
how much the healthcare system has learned since then. "It's important to pause and recognize
the work that all of you put in," said Place. "The sacrifices that each of you individually and
collectively have made over the past 18 months have gone into the solutions that we have in place
today."

Climate & Development
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UN issues dire warning on climate change in new report (The Hill)
The newest climate report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) says that
climate change is "unequivocally" caused by humans and warns that global temperatures are
expected to reach a significant warming milestone in the next 20 years. The planet is expected to
reach average temperatures that are 1.5 degrees warmer than a pre-industrial baseline by 2040,
according to the report, which was released on Monday. A prior special report from the IPCC found
that keeping warming below this level would prevent climate-related impacts on extreme weather,
biodiversity and food security.
Climate Change Is Already Disrupting the Military. It Will Get Worse, Officials Say (Defense One)
The Pentagon is in the midst of a massive, multi-year effort to better adapt to climate change and
reduce greenhouse emissions. But the changing climate is already imposing costs on the military
and even challenging how well it can prepare to fight other nation states. “In terms of current
operations, we have National Guardsmen, we have active-duty soldiers, we have active-duty
airmen right now participating in firefighting support efforts. So these are...folks who are not doing
a primary job. So right now we are experiencing climate change and effects. Right now, we know
that these are going to only increase over time,” Richard Kidd, the deputy assistant defense
secretary for environment and energy resilience, said in an interview. That’s just one of the most
obvious examples of climate impact on the military. Humanitarian assistance and support for civil
authority are also Defense Department missions, as outlined in the National Defense Strategy, and
climate change is growing those missions’ size and scope, Kidd said.
Republicans ask court to compel Biden administration to sell drilling leases (The Hill)
More than a dozen Republican-led states are asking a court to compel the Biden administration to
sell leases for offshore drilling, arguing that the Interior Department is not following a court order
requiring it to end a leasing pause. In a court filing on Monday, the states argued that the
administration is not following a June injunction that ended its pause on issuing leases on new
parcels of land for public lands and offshore drilling. “Defendants have violated the Court’s June 15
Order by their continued application of the Pause to refuse to hold new onshore lease sales or
Lease Sale 257,” they wrote, referring to a specific offshore lease sale that was canceled in
February.

Upcoming Events (times in ET)






The Financial Accountability and Corporate Transparency Coalition holds a media
conference call briefing, ahead of Corporate Transparency Act proposed regulations
requiring "the real beneficial ownership of U.S. companies to be disclosed to the U.S.
government, law enforcement, and financial institutions." (August 16, 10:30 AM)
CSIS holds a virtual discussion, on "A New Agenda for the Hemisphere: Perspectives
from Ambassadors." (August 16, 2:30PM)
Washington Post Live holds a virtual discussion on "The Future of Energy." (August
16, 2:30 PM)
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NDIA holds the 2021 CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear) Defense
Conference and Exhibition, with the theme "Responding Now - Preparing for Future
CBRN Threats," (August 17, 8:00 am)
CSIS holds a virtual discussion "What's Next for Cross-Strait Relations? Trends,
Drivers, and Challenges." (August 12, 8:30 AM)
Justice Department; Foreign Claims Settlement Commission holds a meeting by
teleconference on the issuance of proposed decisions under the Guam World War II
Loyalty Recognition Act, Title XVII, Public Law 114-328. RSVP with Patricia Hall at 202616-6975. (August 17, 10:00 AM)
Homeland Security Department; Federal Emergency Management Agency holds a
meeting by teleconference to implement pandemic response voluntary agreement
under Section 708 of the Defense Production Act. Contact OB3I@fema.dhs.gov for
dial in information. (August 17, 11:00 AM)
The Government Executive Media Group holds its virtual Emerging Tech Summit, on
emerging technologies that "have the potential to reshape how government fulfills its
mission," (August 17, 12:30 PM)
Federal Reserve Board Chairman Jerome Powell hosts a virtual town hall with
educators and students from across the country to discuss the work of the Federal
Reserve and economic education. (August 17, 1:30 PM)
Homeland Security Department holds a meeting by teleconference of the
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency's President's National Security
Telecommunications Advisory Committee. RSVP at NSTAC@cisa.dhs.gov for dial in
information. (August 17, 2:00 PM)
CSIS holds a virtual discussion, on "Rethinking Homeland Defense: Domain
Awareness, Information Dominance, and Decision Superiority," focusing on great
power competition and peer-state missile advancements. (August 17, 2:00 PM)
The Business Council for International Understanding holds a virtual discussion, on
the Biden Administration's Europe priorities. (August 17, 3:00PM)
Commerce Department; National Telecommunications and Information
Administration holds a meeting by teleconference of the First Responder Network
Authority on the building, deployment, and operation of a nationwide interoperable
public safety broadband network. (August 18, 11:00 AM)
Washington Post Live holds a virtual discussion on the outlook for the latest
infrastructure bill and other key legislative priorities for the 117th Congress. (August
18, 4:00 PM)
Homeland Security Department; Federal Emergency Management Agency holds a
meeting by teleconference to implement pandemic response voluntary agreement
under Section 708 of the Defense Production Act. Contact OB3I@fema.dhs.gov for
dial in information. (August 19, 2:00PM)
CSIS holds a virtual book discussion, on "Subtle Tools: The Dismantling of American
Democracy Since 9/11," focusing on "how the war on terror may have resulted in
unseen effects on democratic norms." (August 19, 3 PM)
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